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Density functional approach on wetting behavior
of binary associating mixtures
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A density functional theory is applied to study wetting behaviors of binary associating mixtures,
which are described by the statistical associating fluid theory of Wertheim. When the associating
interaction is strong, the phase behavior of the binary associating mixture falls into the type-VI
mixtures of the classification scheme of van Konynenburg and Scott. There are two types of
closed-loop phase behaviors for the type-VI mixture. That is, a closed-loop phase diagram for
vapor–liquid–liquid coexistence~along its triple line! at low pressures and the other one for liquid–
liquid coexistence at a relatively high pressure. In this study, the wetting behavior of the lower liquid
phase at the surface of the upper liquid phase is carefully examined for both vapor–liquid–liquid
coexistence and liquid–liquid coexistence regimes. In the latter regime, a third inert air phase is
introduced since wetting behavior always involves three phases. For both regimes the binary
associating mixture exhibits a sequence of wetting transitions, complete wetting→partial wetting
→complete wetting, along with increasing temperature. The order of wetting transitions is carefully
examined. It is found that the order of wetting transitions is the consequence of the competition
between the attractive interaction range and the associating strength of unlike pair molecules. The
most intriguing behavior is that it is possible to observe the sequence of wetting transitions along
with increasing temperature at two different orders for air–liquid–liquid coexistence at a high
pressure. That is, the upper wetting transition is first order and the lower wetting transition is second
order. The pressure effect on the order of wetting transitions for liquid–liquid coexistence is also
discussed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1565327#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a system of three phasesa, b, andg in equi-
librium under Earth’s gravitational field. The densities
these three phases are in the orderra.rb.rg . Thea phase
can either partially wet or completely wet the interface b
tween two other phasesb andg, as shown in Fig. 1. For the
partial-wettinga phase, thea phase forms a droplet suspen
ing at theb–g interface with a finite contact angle, as show
in Fig. 1~b!. On the other hand, thea phase may sprea
across the interface to form an intruding film separating
other two phases, known as the complete-wettinga phase.
The thickness of the wetting film remains finite due to gra
ity and depends on the thickness of theb phase. For certain
systems thea phase can exhibit both partial wetting an
complete wetting at theb–g interface under different ther
modynamic conditions. The transition of thea phase from a
partial-wetting regime to a complete-wetting regime, or v
versa, is called a wetting transition. This remarkable inte
cial phenomenon has been the subject of intensive rese
both theoretically and experimentally in the last three
cades due to its importance in many industrial application1

The wetting transition has been experimentally obser
at vapor–liquid,2–6 liquid–liquid,7–10 and vapor–solid
interfaces.11–13 Most of the experimental works can be cla
sified into two groups based on their experimental tempe
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ture ranges:~1! vapor–liquid–substrate systems such
liquid helium on cesium substrates at extremely lo
temperatures11,12 and ~2! more conventional binary~or ter-
nary! liquid mixtures at or near room temperature.2–10 We
would like to refer an excellent review article covering a
details of the experimental works on wetting transitions.14

In fact, there are a tremendous number of binary m
tures accessible to experiments. However, only a small s
set of possible binary mixtures has been experimentally
served to study their interfacial wetting behavior. Mo
precisely, most of the experimental studies of binary m
tures in the literature2–6 belong to the type-II or type-III mix-
tures of van Konynenburg and Scott.15 Similarly, the theoret-
ical studies16,17 have explored the interfacial wettin
behaviors for only a limited number of binary mixtures, al
restricted to type-II and type-III mixtures only. Recently, th
interfacial behavior for associating binary mixtures agains
hard wall has been carefully examined by a density fu
tional theory.18,19 In addition, reentrant wetting and dewe
ting behaviors have been found in a binary mixture with o
self-associating component at vapor–liquid interface20

However, there is no study, to the best of our knowledge
the wetting behavior for binary associating mixtures~type
VI ! at vapor–liquid interfaces in the literature.

According to the classification scheme of van Konyne
burg and Scott,15 a type-VI mixture exhibits two types o
closed-loop phase behavior: one at low pressures and
other one at high pressures. At low pressures, a type-VI m
il:
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ture exhibits a three-phase vapor–liquid–liquid coexisten
The three-phase line, known as the triple line, in the ph
diagram of pressure–temperature projection is bounded
an upper and a lower critical end point~UCEP and LCEP!,
where the two liquid phases merge into a single phase. A
fixed high pressure, the type-VI mixtures exhibit two-pha
liquid–liquid coexistence.21 The liquid–liquid immiscibility
gap is bounded by an upper and a lower critical solut
temperature~UCST and LCST!.

In this study, we would like to start with a type-II mix
ture and this mixture would have a transition to a type-
mixture by increasing the strength of the associating inte
tion between unlike pair molecules. Both the phase and w
ting behaviors are explored in this associating binary~type-
VI ! mixture.

This paper is organized as follows: The free energy fu
tional and the details of the calculation procedure are gi
in the next section. The results for the phase diagrams
wetting behaviors of binary associating~type-VI! mixtures
are presented in Sec. III. Finally, in Sec. IV, we conclude o
work along with a comparison of the theoretical predicti
with experiments.

II. MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

The associating system is modeled as a mixture of eq
sized hard-sphere particles A and B. Each molecule is
sumed to have an active site that allows association o
between unlike pair molecules to mimic hydrogen bondin

A. Bulk Helmholtz free energy density

The bulk free energy of the statistical associating flu
theory~SAFT! of Wertheim is composed of the contribution
of repulsive, attractive and associating parts. The total He
holtz free energy density of the mixturef can be written as22

f 5 f R1 f M1 f A , ~1!

where f R is the free energy density of the hard-sphere re
ence fluid,f M is the van der Waals mean-field term due
the isotropic long-range attraction forces, andf A is the con-
tribution of the association between unlike pair molecule

For equal-sized hard-sphere mixtures with a diameted,
the repulsive Helmholtz free energy density is described
the Carnahan–Starling expression23~a!

FIG. 1. Wetting behavior of thea phase at theb–g interface: ~a!
complete-wetting behavior and~b! partial-wetting behavior.
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f R5kT(
i

r iF ln r i211
4h23h2

~12h!2 G ~ i 5A,B!, ~2!

wherek is Boltzmann’s constant,T is the temperature,r i is
the number density of compoundi, and the packing fraction
h5(pd3/6)( ir i .

The contribution due to the long-range dispersion forc
is treated at the mean-field level21

f M52 1
2 (

i
a i j r ir j , ~3!

where the total strengtha i j is defined by

a i j 52E dr f i j ~r ! ~ i , j 5A,B!. ~4!

An isotropic interaction potential of inverse sixth power la
decay is applied,17~e!

f i j ~r !524« i j S d

r 1n i j d
D 6

H~r 2d!, ~5!

where« i j is the energy parameter andH is the Heaviside step
function. The parametern i j is introduced to adjust the rang
of attractive interaction between moleculesi and j. In our
calculation, the total strengtha i j is fixed, and thus the phas
diagram, coexisting densities, and the critical end points
the same for variousn i j . Figure 2 shows the variation of th
interaction potential at three differentn i j ’s. Under the condi-
tion of constant total strengtha i j , the energy parameter« i j

varies accordingly to the parametern i j . It is interesting to
note that a positiven i j makes a weaker attractive interactio
at short distances and a stronger attractive interaction at
distances, as illustrated in Fig. 2~b!. On the other hand, a
negativen i j makes a stronger attractive interaction at sh
distances and a weaker attractive interaction at long
tances.

The association contribution of the free energy is eva
ated directly from Wertheim’s first-order thermodynamic pe
turbation theory. For each molecule with only one attract
bonding site, the free energy contribution can be written a22

f A5kT(
i

r iF ln x i2
x i

2
1

1

2G ~ i , j 5A,B!, ~6!

wherex i is the fraction of non-bonded molecules of typei.
The latter quantities are obtained by solving the followi
mass action equations simultaneously:

xA5
1

11rBDABxB
, ~7a!

xB5
1

11rADABxA
. ~7b!

The quantityDAB is related to the strength of associatio
between molecules A and B and is approximated24 by DAB

54pgHS(d)KAB@exp(«W/kT)21#. The symbolKAB is the
volume available for association, and«W is the energy pa-
rameter of association. In addition,gHS(d) stands for the
contact value of the radial distribution function of the har
sphere fluid and is given bygHS(d)5(120.5h)/(12h)3.23
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Phase diagram calculation

At a fixed temperature, the criteria for a multiphase eq
librium require that the pressure and chemical potentia
each component should be the same in all phases. Henc
equations used to determine the bulk densities of theN-phase
equilibrium system are given as follows:

m i~rA
I ,rB

I ,T!5m i~rA
II ,rB

II ,T!5¯5m i~rA
N ,rB

N ,T!

~ i 5A,B!, ~8!

P~rA
I ,rB

I ,T!5P~rA
II ,rB

II ,T!5¯5P~rA
N ,rB

N ,T!. ~9!

The chemical potential of speciesi is given by

m i5S ] f

]r i
D

T,V,r j Þ i

, ~10!

and the equilibrium pressure is thus obtained by

P5(
i

m ir i2 f . ~11!

FIG. 2. Variation of the interaction potentialf i j at three differentn i j ’s:
20.1 (« i j* 50.53, long-dashed line!, 0.0 (« i j* 50.85, solid line!, and
0.1 (« i j* 51.30, dashed line!. Plot ~b! is the enlargement of the square area
plot ~a! over the regime that the three curves intersect.
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C. Interfacial properties and density functional theory

The properties of vapor–liquid and liquid–liquid inte
faces between coexisting phases of binary associating m
tures can be calculated with the application of density fu
tional theory.25 The Helmholtz free energy density of
nonuniform binary mixture can be expressed as a functio
of the local densitiesr i(r ):

F„r i~r !…5E
V
dr f R„r i~r !…1E

V
dr f A„r i~r !…

1 1
2 (

i j
E E

V
dr dr 8

3f i j ~ ur2r 8u!r i~r !r j~r 8!, ~12!

wheref R„r i(r )… and f A„r i(r )… are considered to be function
of local densitiesr i(r ) and are given by Eqs.~2! and ~6!.

Consider a planar interface between coexisting pha
the grand potential functionalV„r i(r )… for an inhomoge-
neous binary mixture can be written as follows:

V„r i~r !…5F„r i~r !…2(
i

m iE
V
dr r i~r !, ~13!

whereV is the volume of the system. The equilibrium de
sity profiles across an interface are obtained through
minimization of theV„r i(r )….25 Setting the derivative of
V„r i(r )… with respect tor i(r ) equal to zero yields a set o
integral equations at equilibrium chemical potentialsm i :

mR„r i~r !…1mA„r i~r !…

5m i2(
i j

E
V
dr 8 f i j ~ ur2r 8u!r j~r 8! ~ i 5A,B!, ~14!

where mR„r i(r )…5] f R„r i(r )…/]r i(r ) and mA„r i(r )…
5] f A„r i(r )…/]r i(r ).

The last equation can be numerically solved by an ite
tive method.17~e! The equilibrium bulk densities, which ar
evaluated via the standard method mentioned in the prev
section, provide the boundary conditions for the Eule
Lagrange equations, Eq.~14!. Once the equilibrium density
profiles across an interface are determined, the interfa
tensions is easily evaluated from

s5
V„r i~r !…1PV

A
, ~15!

whereA represents the planar interfacial area between co
isting phases. Once the interfacial tensions are obtain
the wetting behavior can be determined by examining
interfacial tensions obey Antonow’s rule26 or Neumann’s
inequality.27

D. Wetting transition temperature
and order of wetting transitions

Consider the system of three phasesa, b, andg at equi-
librium. There are three interfacial tensionssab , sag , and
sbg , which are the surface tensions of thea–b, a–g, and
b–g interfaces, respectively, in the three-phase coexis
system. According to the wetting behavior of thea phase at
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the b–g interface, the relationship of three interfacial te
sions can be classified into two cases:~i! complete-wettinga
phase, the interfacial tensions satisfy Antonow’s rule,26 sbg

5sab1sag , as shown in Fig. 1~a! and~ii ! partial-wettinga
phase, the interfacial tensions obey Neumann’s inequali27

sbg,sab1sag , as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The wetting transi-
tion temperatureTW is defined as the temperature at whi
the relation of interfacial tensions alters from Neumann’s
equality to Antonow’s rule or vice versa. In this study, w
first determine three interfacial tensions as a function of te
perature and then evaluate the temperature dependen
interfacial tension differenceDs(T)5sab(T)1sag(T)
2sbg(T). When the interfacial tension differenceDs van-
ishes atTW , a wetting transition from partial wetting to com
plete wetting occurs.

In this study, we also determine the order of wetti
transitions by the method of Tarazona and Evans.17~d! A wet-
ting transition is said to be first order if the temperature
pendence of wetting film thickness shows a discontinuity
TW . On the other hand, if the film thickness grows gradua
and diverges atTW , the wetting transition is identified a
second order.6

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the wetting behaviors of type-VI mix
tures are examined both at low pressures,P* ,0.07, and at
high pressures,P* >1.0. All the calculations are per
formed in reduced units:T* 5kT/«AA , m i* 5m i /«AA ,
P* 5Pd3/«AA , « i j* 5« i j /«AA , «W* 5«W /«AA , a i j*
53a i j /16pd3«AA , KAB* 5KAB /d3, andr i* 5r id

3. Note that
KAB* 51025 andnAA5nBB50 in all our calculations.

A. Low-pressure regime: Vapor–liquid–liquid
coexistence

For comparison, we first present the results of nonas
ciating, «W* 50, and equal-ranged,nAB50.0 (5nAA5nBB)
mixtures. The energy parametersaAA* 51.0, aBB* 51.2, and
aAB* 50.85 are chosen for the model binary mixture. Th
mixture exhibits a liquid–liquid miscibility gap with an
UCEP where the two liquid phasesa ~A rich! andb ~B rich!
merge into a single liquid phase coexisting with its vap
phaseg. The phase behavior of the three-phase coexis
regime is shown in Fig. 3~a!. This mixture is classified as th
type-II mixture of van Konynenburg and Scott.15

Consider the wetting behavior of thea phase at theb–g
interface for the system under three-phase coexistenc
wetting transition occurs atTW51.148, while the system is
approaching its UCEP (TUCEP51.280) from below. When
T* >TW , the a phase wets theb–g interface. In other
words, a small amount of thea phase forms an intruding
layer separatingb and g phases, as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!.
Besides, this wetting transition is found to be second or
These results are consistent with a previous study of typ
mixtures by Tarazonaet al.17~e!

Now, turn on the effect of associating interaction b
tween unlike pair molecules by increasing the strength
«W* . For small «W* —say, «W* ,5—the temperature–
composition projection along its triple line is quite insen
tive to association at all temperatures. When«W* is gradually
Downloaded 12 Nov 2008 to 140.112.113.225. Redistribution subject to A
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increased to higher strengths—say,«W* >6—the association
effect is enhanced, especially at low temperatures. The a
ciation effect can be easily delineated by the number den
of bonded moleculesrbond* , which is defined asrbond*
5rA* (12xA)5rB* (12xB). It is interesting to note thatrbond*

FIG. 3. Vapor–liquid–liquid equilibrium of the binary mixture withaAA*
51.0, aBB* 51.2, andaAB* 50.85 and~a! «W* 50.0, ~b! «W* 57.85, and~c!
«W* 59.0. The symbola stands for the A-rich liquid phase~solid curves!, b
for the B-rich liquid phase~dotted curves!, andg for the vapor phase~long
dashed curves!. d: UCEP.j: LCEP.
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in the a phase almost coincides withrbond* in the b phase,
while rbond* in the g phase is too small (,1025) to be per-
ceptible. When«W* ,5, over the entire three-phase coexisti
regime the quantityrbond* remains consistently small. There
fore, the phase behavior remains insensitive to«W* for «W*
,5. On the other hand, for large«W* —say, «W* >6—rbond*
monotonically increases as the temperature decreases. E
cially at low temperatures,rbond* increases dramatically. Thi
phenomenon is consistent with the temperature depend
of hydrogen-bonding formation. It is easier to form a hydr
gen bond at low temperatures. When the temperature is
creased, many hydrogen bonds are broken due to larger
mal fluctuations that make the number of hydrogen bo
decrease.

With further increase in«W* , the miscibility of com-
pounds A and B becomes better at low temperatures du
the association effect. Eventually, when«W* 57.85, a LCEP
emerges to form a closed loop, where the two liquid phasea
andb become identical and coexist with its vapor phaseg, as
shown in Fig. 3~b!. This association effect induces a tran
tion of phase behavior of the system from type-II to type-
mixture, as shown in Fig. 3. That is, when«W* ,7.85, the
system belongs to type-II mixtures; when«W* >7.85 the sys-
tem falls into the category of type-VI mixtures, as shown
Fig. 4. The closed loop would shrink with further enhanc
ment of association interaction, as shown in Fig. 3~c!. Fi-
nally, the closed loop would disappear for«W* .9.03.

In the meantime, as the phase behavior of the bin
mixture evolves from type II to type VI, another wettin
transition temperature emerges accompanying the occurr
of the LCEP. Consider the system with relatively strong
sociation«W* 58.0. While the system temperature approac
either its UCEP from below or its LCEP from above, a we
ting transition from a partial-wetting to a complete-wettinga
phase occurs. Correspondingly, an upper wetting transi
temperatureTUW51.040 and a lower wetting transition tem
peratureTLW50.985 are found. WhenTUW.T* .TLW , the
a phase exhibits partial wetting. Beyond these two wett
transition temperatures, thea phase completely wets theb–g
interface. In other words, the wetting behavior of thea phase
at theb–g interface would go through a sequence of co
plete wetting→partial wetting→complete wetting along with
increasing temperature as schematically shown in Fig
This sequential wetting transition is the so-called reentr
wetting.20

Figure 4 illustrates the variation of the critical end poin
and the wetting transition temperatures as a function of«W* .
For type-II mixtures, bothTUW and TUCEP remain almost
constant for«W* ,5, as one can see in Fig. 4~a!. For type-VI
mixtures («W* >7.85), bothTUW andTLW are driven further
away from their corresponding critical end points with i
creasing«W* . Consequently, the regime of the partial-wetti
a phase shrinks when«W* increases. Eventually,TUW and
TLW merge before the closed-loop phase behavior disappe
For very strong associating cases«W* .8.05, thea phase wets
theb–g interface over the entire three-phase coexistence
gime, as shown in Fig. 4~b!.

The attractive range parameternAB has a strong effect on
both TW and the order of a wetting transition. For a nona
Downloaded 12 Nov 2008 to 140.112.113.225. Redistribution subject to A
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sociating mixture («W* 50) with nAB.0, the wetting transi-
tion is first order as the range of the A–B attractive poten
is longer than that of the A–A and B–B potentials.17~e! Figure
6 illustrates the effect ofnAB on TW and the order of wetting

FIG. 4. Effect of«W* on critical end points and wetting transition temper
tures with a transition from type-II to type-VI mixtures. Plot~b! is the
enlargement of plot~a! over the regime of type-VI mixtures.

FIG. 5. Temperature–composition projection and the wetting behavior oa
phase at theb–g interface for the binary mixture withaAA* 51.0, aBB*
51.2, aAB* 50.85, and«W* 58.0. d: UCEP.j: LCEP.
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transitions along with increasing«W* . For nAB50.01, the re-
gime of the partial-wettinga phase slightly shrinks and th
order of wetting transitions is found to be on the borderl
between the first and second orders. For a largernAB—say,
nAB50.03—TW decreases dramatically and the wetting tra
sition switches to first order for small«W* , but tends to be
second order for«W* .7.5. If «W* is further increased,«W*
.7.7, the system exhibits the complete-wettinga phase over
the entire triple line. For a negativenAB—say,
nAB520.03—the regime of the partial-wettinga phase is
broadened while the order of wetting transitions always
mains second order. It could be reminisced that a posi
value of nAB extends the range of attractive interaction b
tween molecules A and B and switches the order of wett
transitions from second to first order while a negativenAB

prefers the transitions to be second order. On the other h
a sufficient large«W* , which introduces a strong short-range
interaction between A and B, would demolish the effect
nAB and change the order of wetting transitions from first
second order. Conclusively, a positivenAB favors a first-
order wetting transition while a large«W* favors a second-

FIG. 6. Variation of wetting transition temperatures at differentnAB’s:
20.03 ~m!, 0.00 ~d!, 0.01 ~j!, and 0.03~L, l!. Plot ~b! is the enlarge-
ment of plot ~a! over the regime of type-VI mixtures. The solid symb
represents a second-order wetting transition, and and the open symbol
first-order wetting transition.
Downloaded 12 Nov 2008 to 140.112.113.225. Redistribution subject to A
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order wetting transition. The order of a wetting transition c
be considered as the outcome of the competition betw
nAB and«W* .

Figure 6~b! shows the variation of wetting transitio
temperatures at three differentnAB’s as a function of«W* . It
should be noted that all the wetting transitions along
triple line in Fig. 6~b! are second order.

B. High-pressure regime: Liquid–liquid coexistence

Following the previous section, the parameters of a
nary mixture, aAA* 51.0, aBB* 51.2, aAB* 50.85, and «W*
58.1, are applied to mimic a type-VI mixture at high pre
sures. Figure 7~a! shows the result of phase behavior atP*
51.0. That is a typical immiscibility gap of type-VI mix
tures, a closed-loop behavior. The mole fraction of molecu
B, xB , in Fig. 7~a! is defined asxB5rB* /(rA* 1rB* ). It should
be noted that the temperature range of immiscibility (DT
5UCST–LCST) increases with increasing pressure. On
other hand, the interfacial tension between A-rich~a! and
B-rich ~b! phases can be evaluated by following the meth
described in Sec. II, and the results are given in Fig. 7~b!.

r a

FIG. 7. ~a! Phase diagram and~b! interfacial tensions. Liquid–liquid coex-
istence at a fixed pressureP* 51.0. The solid curves represent the resu
calculated from the binary A1B mixture. The results for pseudobinar
A1B1C mixtures are given at three differentaCC* ’s: 0.15 ~s!, 0.25 ~h!,
and 0.35~n!.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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It should be noted that wetting behavior always involv
three phases. Now, we have the system of two immisc
liquids. ‘‘Air’’ is chosen to be the third phase. That is, w
would like to examine the wetting behavior of the two im
miscible liquids against air. However, there is no way for
to use the density functional theory to calculate the surf
tension of any liquid~a or b! phase against air. It is essenti
to have equilibrium compositions of two coexisting phases
calculate the interfacial tension of the interface between
coexisting phases by the density functional theory. For
time being, we only have two-liquid phase coexisting. Th
is no coexisting ‘‘air’’ phase. Certainly, no equilibrium com
positions of air phase can be applied to Eqs.~13! and~15! of
the density functional theory. Therefore, a third componen
is introduced to the system to mimic the ‘‘air’’ phase. Th
component C should be inert and have negligible effects
the phase and interfacial behavior of original A1B mixtures.

To ensure the component C mimicking inert air, both t
parametersaAC* andaBC* are set to zero and a relatively sma
energy parameter between C molecules,aCC* , is adopted.
Equations~8! and ~9! are applied to determine the equilib
rium compositions of three-phase coexisting~two liquids and
air! for ternary (A1B1C) mixtures. Figure 7~a! shows the
effect of introducing the component C on the phase beha
~immiscibility gap! at three differentaCC* ’s: 0.15 ~s!, 0.25
~h!, and 0.35~n!. It is obvious that the introduction of th
component C has ‘‘almost’’ no effect on the closed-loop b
havior of binary (A1B) mixtures. In fact, the solubility of
the component C in each liquid phase~a or b! is very small.
More precisely, the mole fraction of the component C
the liquid ~a or b! phase is always less than 0.0001. App
the equilibrium compositions of three-phase coexisting
ternary (A1B1C) mixtures to the density functional theor
to calculate the interfacial tension betweena and b phase.
The results of the interfacial tensions at three differentaCC* ’s:
0.15 ~s!, 0.25~h!, and 0.35~n! are also given in Fig. 7~b!.
As expected, the introduction of the component C also
no effect on the interfacial tension of binary (A1B) mix-
tures. In summary, both phase diagrams and interfacial
sions remain unchanged when the component C is in
duced to the mixture A1B as an inert phase. With a
additional air phase, the surface tensions of both liq
phases against air can be thus determined. Conseque
wetting behavior of the three-phase coexisting~two liquids
and air! system can be explored. In the following,aCC*
50.15 is applied for further discussion on wetting behav
of the a phase on the surface of theb phase against ai
~defined as theg phase hereafter!.

It is found that the wetting behavior of thea phase of the
pseudobinary mixtures at a fixed high pressure is strikin
similar to that along the triple line at low pressures, d
scribed in the previous section. There are two critical te
peratures, UCST and LCST, for the closed-loop phase be
ior at P* 51.0. When the temperatureT is in the middle of
two critical temperatures, thea phase exhibits a partial
wetting behavior. While the temperature is driven close
either its UCST~51.370! or its LCST ~50.894!, a wetting
transition from partial wetting to complete wetting occu
The corresponding upper and lower wetting transition te
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peratures areTUW51.255 andTLW50.934. That is, thea
phase wets theb–g interface when the system temperatureT
falls into following two regimes:TUW,T* ,UCST and
LCST,T* ,TLW , as schematically shown in Fig. 1~a!.
Again, the complete-wetting phase is mainly composed
the liquid with a smaller energy parameter: namely, t
A-rich ~a! phase.

Figure 8 shows the effect of«W* on the critical solution
temperatures and the wetting transition temperatures.
very strong associating mixtures«W* .8.7, thea phase wets
the b–g interface over the entire liquid–liquid coexistin
region. The wetting transition occurs only when«W* ,8.7.
Along a constant temperature—say,T* 51.0 in Fig. 8—the
increase in«W* would drive wetting behavior of thea phase
from partial wetting to complete wetting.

All the wetting transitions in Fig. 8 are always secon
order, sincenAB50. As mentioned above, the order of th
wetting transition can be considered as the outcome of
competition betweennAB and«W* . Therefore, we would like
to further explore the effect ofnAB on the wetting transition
temperature and the order of wetting transitions for stro
association mixtures«W* 58.1. Figure 9~a! shows the varia-
tions ofTW and the order of wetting transitions as a functi
of nAB at P* 51.0. In analog to the phenomena observ
along the triple line, the increase innAB would narrow down
the temperature window of the partial-wettinga phase and
switch the wetting transition from second to first order. Wh
nAB is further increased beyond 0.052, thea phase wets the
b–g interface over the entire liquid–liquid coexisting regio
Both the upper and lower wetting transitions for smallnAB

~,0.01! are second order, as shown in Fig. 9~a!. WhennAB is
further increased up to 0.03, both the upper and lower w
ting transitions become first order, as expected.

The most intriguing phenomenon is that whennAB

50.02, the upper wetting transition already becomes fi
order and the lower wetting transition still remains seco
order, as shown in Fig. 9~a!. That is, for the mixture ofnAB

50.02, a first-order wetting transition is observed when
system temperature is approaching its UCST. It is well u
derstood that the association interaction has a stronger
tribution at low temperatures, which would favor a seco

FIG. 8. Effect of«W* on the critical solution and wetting transition temper
tures atP* 51.0.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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order. Thus, when the system temperature is approachin
LCST, one would observe a second-order wetting transit
This prediction provides the possibility of the existence
having both first- and second-order wetting transitions i
type-VI mixture of a closed-loop phase behavior.

Figure 9~b! shows the pressure effect upon the wetti
behavior as well as the order of wetting transitions. As m
tioned above, the temperature range of immiscibility
creases with increasing pressure. It is interesting to note
the temperature range of the partial-wettinga phase (DT
5TUW2TLW) also increases with increasing pressure. T
borderlines separating first- and second-order wetting tra
tions are sketched in Fig. 9~b!. When the system pressure
raised, the borderlines shift to a higher value ofnAB . It is
well understood that the increase in pressure would sho
the distance between molecules to enhance the short-ra
contribution. The associating effect is thus strengthe
along with increasing pressure. As a consequence, a sec
order wetting transition is favored even at a higher press
under the condition of a fixednAB .

FIG. 9. ~a! Variation of wetting transition temperatures as a function ofnAB

at P* 51.0. ~b! The pressure effect on the wetting transition temperatu
P* 51.0 ~d, s!, P* 52.0 ~h, j!, andP* 53.0 ~n, m!. The open symbols
representing the wetting transitions are second order and the filled sym
for first order.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, the SAFT of Wertheim is applied to su
cessfully describe the type-VI mixture of the classificati
scheme of van Konynenburg and Scott. For type-VI mixtu
closed-loop phase diagrams are obtained both at low p
sures~along its triple line,P* ,0.07) and at a fixed high
pressure (P* >1.0). For the regime of low pressure
type-VI mixtures exhibit three-phase vapor–liquid–liqu
coexistence and have two critical end points UCEP a
LCEP, where two liquid phases merge into a single liqu
phase coexisting with its vapor phase. With increasing
temperature a sequence of wetting transitions, comp
wetting→partial wetting→complete wetting, of the dense
liquid a phase at the surface of the other liquidb phase
against its vaporg phase is observed.

For the regime of high pressures, type-VI mixtures e
hibit two-phase liquid–liquid coexistence at a fixed press
and also have two critical points UCST and LCST, whe
two liquid phases merge into a single liquid phase. Sin
wetting behavior always involves three phases, a third in
air phase is introduced. Under the condition of a fixed pr
sure, when the temperature is increased again a sequ
of wetting transitions, complete wetting→partial wetting
→complete wetting, of the denser liquida phase at the sur
face of the other liquidb phase against air is observed.

It is also demonstrated that the order of wetting tran
tions can be resolved by the competition between the att
tive interaction range and the associating effect between
like molecule pairs. A stronger attractive interaction at lo
distances facilitates a first-order wetting transition while
strong associating interaction in favor of a second-order tr
sition. The most intriguing phenomenon is that it is possi
to observe for certain systems of air–liquid–liquid coexi
ence at a fixed high pressure the upper and lower wet
transitions are at two different orders. That is, the upper w
ting transition is first order and the lower one is second ord

The only experimental exploration of wetting behavi
of type-VI mixtures, to the best of our knowledge, at liquid
liquid coexistence was done by Kahlweit and Busse28 for the
binary water1nonionic amphiphile (CiEj ) mixtures, where
CiEj is the abbreviation of a nonionic surfactant polyoxye
ylene alcohol CiH2i 11(OCH2CH2) jOH. The wetting behav-
iors of the aqueous C8Ej homologues (j 50 – 3) mixtures at
a constant temperature were investigated. With a stepw
increase of the number of oxyethylene groupsj from 0 to 3 at
25 °C, the contact angle of a droplet of the C8Ej -rich phase at
the surface of the aqueous phase evolves from about
than p/2 to close to 2p, indicating a tendency of the exis
tence of the wetting transition from partial wetting to dewe
ting. That is equivalent to the wetting transition of the aqu
ous phase at the surface of the C8Ej -rich phase from partial
wetting to complete wetting. It is well understood that t
system with a largerj at a fixedi possesses a higher LCST.29

Hence the increase inj at a constant temperature could b
considered as driving the system closer to its LCST. Con
quently, if the number of oxyethylene groupsj is further
increased, a wetting transition for the aqueous phase at
surface of the C8Ej -rich phase from partial wetting to com
plete wetting is expected. That is, a wetting transition fro

:
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partial wetting to complete wetting should be observed as
system is brought close to its LCST.

It is found that wetting behavior predicted in this study
comparable to the binary water1CiEj mixtures by assigning
molecules A and B as water and CiEj , respectively. For in-
stance, to start with a partial-wettinga phase at a low tem
perature,T* 51.0 and«W* 58.1. If «W* is increased isother
mally, a transition from a partial-wetting to a complet
wettinga phase occurs near«W* 58.4, as illustrated in Fig. 8
The increase in«W* is equivalent to the increase in the num
ber of oxyethylene groupsj. This prediction is consisten
with Kahlweit and Busse’s observation on the binary wa
1C8Ej mixture with varying j at 25 °C. In addition, our
model also predicts that there exists a wetting transition
water-rich~a! phase at the surface of the amphiphile-rich~b!
phase while the system temperature is driven to approac
LCST from above, also in accordance with Kahlweit a
Busse’s conjecture28 based on their experimental evidence
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